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On 12 January 2015, the IRS launched a web
portal enabling information exchange for the

On 17 December 2014, the IRS published an
update to the Instructions for Form 8966.

purposes of satisfying FATCA reporting

The update is related to the specific reporting rules

requirements.

for 2014. According to the changes, accounts held

The IDES system (International Data Exchange
Service) allows financial institutions to transmit
reporting files in .xml format entered into Form 8966 1

by a Nonparticipating FFI should not be reported for
2014. Reporting on such clients will be obligatory
from 2015.

to the IRS. For such purposes, financial institutions

The changes have also affected reporting on

will have to obtain a digital certificate2 required for

accounts closed during the calendar year. The report

registration, create an account, and complete the

for 2014 should contain amounts withdrawn/

registration process.

transferred as a result of account closure in the
corresponding section of Form 8966.

More detailed information on using the system is
contained in the draft user guide published on the

For more information on the changes, please refer to

official IRS website:

the official IRS website:

http://www.irs.gov/pub/fatca/p5190idesuserguide.pdf

http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/Updateto-the-Instructions-for-Form-8966-For-2014
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For more detailed information on how to create reporting files
in .xml format please refer to the official IRS web site:
http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/FATCA-XMLSchemas-and-Business-Rules-for-Form-8966
2

Digital certificate must be issued by one of the approved
certificate authorities included in official list published on the IRS
web site:
http://www.irs.gov/Businesses/Corporations/Digital-certificates
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FATCA reporting offering.

How can we help?

Key challenges related to FATCA reporting.

We can provide recommendations on filling out

Starting from 2015, Russian financial institutions will

Form 8966:

have to report the financial accounts of certain clients

 Instructions on filling out each part of the form

to the IRS.

 Information about the type of income that should

During the process of report preparation, financial
institutions could face the following difficulties:
 Requirements are continuing to change – the IRS
issues reporting-related updates several times per
month
 Complex technical rules related to reporting with
no comparable process in the RF
 Procedure to report to Russian authorities in order
to comply with the rules established by 173-FZ has

be included in the report
 Special rules for reporting recalcitrant account
holders and Nonparticipating FFIs
 Information about how to amend or correct the
report
 Information about reporting timelines depending on
the client’s FATCA status
We can provide technical assistance during the
reporting process:

not yet been established
 The solution should be adopted within tight
deadlines in order to be in compliance with the
reporting requirements for 2015

 System architecture analysis
 Assistance in obtaining digital certificate and
registration on the IDES portal
 Preparation of reporting files in .xml format
 Assistance in reporting to the IRS
Our team is currently involved in large FATCA
implementation projects in Russian banks and has
wide experience in interpreting U.S. tax law. Please
do not hesitate to contact us on questions related to
FATCA reporting.
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